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TECH TRENDS JOHN BRANDON

Inner Peace at Your Desk
Nifty new tools for managing
workday stress
Like many people, I spend
By the end of the week, my
most of the week sitting at a
Vita Index jumped to 90, and
desk, worrying about deadmy Zen Index rose to 56.
lines and emails. There are
Next, I tested Inner Balplenty of fitness devices that
ance, a $99 kit that includes
track your movement during
an app for the iPad, iPhone,
the day. But how about your
or iPod Touch and a sensor
stress levels? Recently, I tested
that clips to your earlobe. I
two devices, Tinké by Zensoplugged the sensor into my
rium and Inner Balance by
iPhone using an included
Heart Math, that use biofeedcable and downloaded the
back to do just that.
app. To start a session, I
Tinké is a palm-size sensor
selected my desired length of
that costs $100 and monitors
time (five minutes) and idenyour cardiorespiratory health
tified my mood (content).
using an iPhone or iPad.
Then, I began a guided
When I plugged it into my
breathing exercise, breathing
iPhone, a message on the
in time with an expanding
screen prompted me to
and contracting circle, much
download Tinké’s mobile
like with Tinké, while thinkapp. Next, I placed my thumb After
ing about a positive moment.
on the sensor, and the app
representing my variseeing my Aablelineheart
displayed my heart rate,
rate fluctuated up
scores, I
blood oxygen level, respiraand down as I breathed, and a
was more “coherence” score measured
tion rate, and heart rate varistressed
ability (i.e., changes in the
my heart rate stability.
rate at which your heart
During the exercise, I
out than
beats). The app compiled the
could look at photos with
ever.
data into a fitness score—
positive associations and liscalled a Vita Index—that I
ten to relaxing music. I could
could share with Facebook friends and
also share the results with other Inner
Tinké users. I could also gauge my stress
Balance users and track my progress.
level, or Zen Index, by completing a
Not surprisingly, my initial coherence
60-second breathing exercise that
score was an awful .5 out of 15. But after
involved breathing in time with expand- doing the breathing exercises three times
ing and contracting circles.
a day for a week, my score jumped as
The initial results were alarming. My
high as 8.5, averaging about 4.5.
Vita Index was a dismal 62 out of a posI was skeptical when I started my
sible 99, and my Zen Index was 46 out of experiment. But both products helped
99. After seeing my scores, I was more
me control my stress levels without
stressed out than ever. Over the next
doing much more than breathing. In the
week, I checked my vitals and did my
end, I wound up preferring Tinké,
breathing exercise three times a day. Not- mostly because the Inner Balance earing that my stress levels shot up before
lobe sensor was a bit pesky to wear. I still
big phone calls, I spent five minutes
spend most of the day at my desk, but
breathing in and out slowly beforehand.
now I’m much more relaxed.
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An easier way to
find office space
Leasing an office once involved
brokers and multiple visits to
prospective spaces. Finally, the
antiquated system is getting a
reboot, thanks to websites that
let you browse listings for free.
Category leader 42Floors
lets you search for offices in
San Francisco and New York
City by location, size, price, and
lease type. You can click on a
map to pull up photos and
detailed descriptions with
information on square footage,
price, and amenities. The
website plans to expand to
several cities in the U.S.
this year.
Based in Denver; Portland,
Oregon; or San Diego? Check
out OfficeSpace.com, which lets
you search by location, size, or
price. Listings include photos,
descriptions, and information
on coffee shops and other
nearby attractions. OfficeSpace
is slated to open up shop in
several cities in Ohio, Minnesota, and Washington State
this year.
A different twist on office
rentals, PivotDesk pairs startups looking for short-term
leases and companies with
extra space. On the site, you
can browse listings in Boulder,
San Francisco, and New York to
see listings, including photos
and prices. The best part?
PivotDesk handles the paperwork and collects rental fees by
credit card online. —J.A.
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